
 

Cancer emergency rations could provide the
basis for new treatment
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The researcher team at UiO and OUS. From left:
Weiwen Yang, Maarja Laos, Johanna Olweus
and Morten Milek Nielsen. Credit: Cathrine Knetter Hoel

Insight into cancer cells' own first aid could help
the development of a new type of treatment.
Johanna Olweus and her team at the UiO
(University of Oslo) and the OUS (Oslo University
Hospital) are important contributors to this study,
which has been published in Nature. 

Cancers such as malignant melanoma are
notoriously difficult to treat. One of the reasons for
this is the lack of good therapeutic targets, i.e.
specific points for treatment to attack. Such points
are ideally properties of the cancer cells that
distinguish them from normal cells.

The most important aim for cancer cells is to grow
and multiply. In order to do this they require
nutrients, including amino acids that are the
building blocks of proteins. If there is shortage of
certain amino acids, this might cause a delayed
cellular proliferation and growth of the tumor.

The new study shows a mechanism whereby
tumors can overcome the obstacles that arise
when they lack access to certain amino acids. 

"The results of the study could be used to develop

new immunotherapy. The reason for this is that they
reveal a completely new class of therapeutic
targets," says Professor Johanna Olweus.

'Starved' cancer cells create emergency
proteins

"When cancer cells do not have access to sufficient
nutrients they can create defective 'emergency
proteins' that they use so that they can continue to
grow.

Such an emergency solution can promote the
growth and aggressive behavior of cancer cells.

The question posed by the researchers was
whether or not cancer cells that create such
emergency proteins could also be recognized as
foreign by immune cells, so-called T cells.

"If we could get the T cells to kill those cancer cells
that have created defective proteins, we could use
this to develop new immunotherapy." says Olweus

"Our role in this exciting project was to demonstrate
that the defective proteins created by the cancer
cells could be targeted by T-cells. We did this by
using technology developed by our team," says
Professor Olweus.

The researchers will now continue working together
in order to explore the possibility of how these
findings could be exploited in immunotherapy
against cancer. Their method will involve identifying
so-called T-cell receptors that recognize those
cancer cells that create the defective proteins.

Professor Olweus's research team has already
identified one such T-cell receptor from the immune
cells of healthy blood donors. T-cell receptors can
be used in gene therapy by genetically modifying
the patient's own killer cells so that they are able to
find those cancer cells that need to be killed. "The T-
cell receptors are comparable to heat-seeking
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missiles," concludes Professor Olweus. 

  More information: Osnat Bartok et al. Anti-
tumour immunity induces aberrant peptide
presentation in melanoma, Nature (2020). DOI:
10.1038/s41586-020-03054-1
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